Abstract

Online networking is a platform, used to portray the collaboration of people in which they produce and share their views. The effect about social networks with respect to youngsters may be critical. Kids are experiencing childhood encompassed by versatile gadgets like tabs, mobile phones, laptops etcetera. Consequently, sites such as Twitter, MySpace and Facebook have become a regular part of their life. The social system is transforming those ways, over
which youngsters connect to their parents & peers. The impacts of social media are twofold. The positive side is that, one can improve their skills, be more expressive and seek business opportunities. On the other hand, its negative side includes cyber crimes like cyber bullying, identity theft, loss and misuse of credentials. The purpose of this paper is to bridge the gap in the existing literature by exploring the predecessors of information disclosure of social media users. We present a systematic study of various Security Issues and Challenges in Social Networks. This paper also, throws light on the Procedure of Execution of various Attacks, Actions, Effects, Examples & Various Protective measures, pertaining to risks and crimes observed in social media platforms. Further, work can be done in the direction of developing an efficient mitigation technique to prevent various attacks.
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